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Hydrodynamic Effects and Receptor Interactions of Platelets and Their
Aggregates in Linear Shear Flow

Pushkar Tandon and Scott L. Diamond
Institute for Medicine and Engineering, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19104 USA

ABSTRACT We have modeled platelet aggregation in a linear shear flow by accounting for two body collision hydrody-
namics, platelet activation and receptor biology. Considering platelets and their aggregates as unequal-sized spheres with
DLVO interactions ('Iplatelet = -15 mV, Hamaker constant = 10-19 J), detailed hydrodynamics provided the flow field around
the colliding platelets. Trajectory calculations were performed to obtain the far upstream cross-sectional area and the particle
flux through this area provided the collision frequency. Only a fraction of platelets brought together by a shearing fluid flow
were held together if successfully bound by fibrinogen cross-bridging GPIlb/llla receptors on the platelet surfaces. This
fraction was calculated by modeling receptor-mediated aggregation using the formalism of Bell (Bell, G. 1. 1979. A theoretical
model for adhesion between cells mediated by multivalent ligands. Cell Biophys. 1 :133-147) where the forward rate of bond
formation dictated aggregation during collision and was estimated from the diffusional limited rate of lateral association of
receptors multiplied by an effectiveness factor, -q, to give an apparent rate. For a value of qr = 0.0178, we calculated the overall
efficiency (including both receptor binding and hydrodynamics effects) for equal-sized platelets with 50,000 receptors/platelet
to be 0.206 for G = 41.9 s-1, 0.05 for G = 335 s-1, and 0.0086 for G = 1920 s-1, values which are in agreement with
efficiencies determined from initial platelet singlet consumption rates in flow through a tube. From our analysis, we predict that
bond formation proceeds at a rate of -0.1925 bonds/p.m2 per ms, which is -50-fold slower than the diffusion limited rate of
association. This value of - is also consistent with a colloidal stability of unactivated platelets at low shear rates. Fibrinogen
was calculated to mediate aggregation quite efficiently at low shear rates but not at high shear rates. Although secondary
collisions (an orbitlike trajectory) form only a small fraction of the total number of collisions, they become important at high
shear rates (>750 s-1), as these are the only collisions that provide enough time to result in successful aggregate formation
mediated by fibrinogen. The overall method provides a hydrodynamic and receptor correction of the Smoluchowski collision
kernel and gives a first estimate of 71 for the fibrinogen-GPIlb/llla cross-bridging of platelets. We also predict that secondary
collisions extend the shear rate range at which fibrinogen can mediate successful aggregation.

Nomenclature

A mobility function along line of centers of the
particles;

Acoll collision area;

al,a2 radii of the colliding particles;
B mobility function normal to the line of the

centers of the colliding particles;
C correction to Stokes law taking into account

presence of second sphere;
CA nondimensional attractive force parameter;
CR nondimensional repulsion force parameter;
G shear rate;
FA van der Waals attractive force;
FR repulsion force;
HA Hamaker constant;
Kd Dissociation constant;
kf forward rate of bond formation;
L ligand (fibrinogen) concentration;
Ni Number density of aggregates of size class i;
Nb bonds per unit area;
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Ncrit critical number of bonds to hold aggregate
together;

rec number of receptors per unit area;
v volume;
V relative velocity between the aggregates;
s dimensionless distance between the

aggregates;
,B(i,j) collision frequency between particles of size

classes i and j;
,BG Smoluchowski collision frequency;
E collision efficiency;

Eh hydrodynamic collision efficiency;
Er+h overall collision efficiency (including

hydrodynamic and receptor effects);
Em permittivity of the medium;
4) solid volume fraction;
r1 effectiveness factor;
A size ratio of the colliding aggregates;
T collision time;
( dimensionless separation distance between the

colliding aggregates;
4pplatelet platelet potential.

INTRODUCTION

Platelet activation, adhesion, and aggregation play a major
role in thrombosis, atherosclerosis, and restenosis after an-
gioplasty. An injury to the vessel wall and exposure of
tissue factor and collagen trigger a complex set of reactions
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resulting in prothrombin conversion,as well as adhesion and
activation of platelets. Platelets can be activated by high
shear stresses or by agonists (e.g., ADP, thromboxane,
thrombin) released or produced as a result of coagulation
reactions. The activation of the platelets involves shape
change and release of ADP, as well as activation of glyco-
protein IIb/Illa receptors [Frojmovic et al. (1991); Weisel et
al. (1992)]. The aggregation of platelets colliding under
conditions of fluid flow is mediated through fibrinogen
cross-bridging of GPIIb/IIIa and von Willebrand factor
(vWF) interactions with GPIb-IX and GPHb/lIIa.

Platelet membrane glycoproteins Ub and HIa form a
Ca2+-dependent noncovalent complex (GPIIb/IIIa or al1b13
integrin), which functions as a receptor for fibrinogen. Fi-
brinogen binds to GPIIb/IIa in a specific, saturable manner
via the dodecapeptide sequence Y40-411 on the D domain of
fibrinogen. On resting platelets, GPIHb/IIIa receptors are
maintained in an inactive conformation. However, upon
platelet activation, GPIIb/ITIa receptors undergo conforma-
tional changes to become competent receptors for soluble
fibrinogen and plasma proteins such as vWF. Fibrinogen
binds to GPIIb/IIIa receptors (-50,000 binding sites/plate-
let) with a dissociation constant of Kd = 0.1 ,uM [Bennett
and Vilaire (1979); Marguire et al. (1980)].
The shear stress-induced activation of platelets is ob-

served only above shear rates of -3000 s-1 [Huang and
Hellums (1993a-c)]. ADP and other agonists can stimulate
platelets and induce aggregation even for shear rates as low
as 50 s- . ADP-induced aggregation of platelets in flow
through tubes has been studied by Goldsmith and co-work-
ers [Bell et al. (1989a,b; 1990); Goldsmith et al. (1994,
1995)]. In those studies, the agonist-induced aggregation in
Poiseuille flow was studied between mean shear rates of 50
to 2000 s- 1 for the effects of shear rates, donor sex, ADP
concentrations, and fibrinogen levels. They also report en-
hanced aggregation rates in the presence of red blood cells.
Red blood cells (RBCs) not only increase the collision
frequency because of augmented diffusion, but also enhance
platelet aggregation by releasing ADP. Interestingly, RBCs
can prolong the mean contact time during collisions in tube
flow by -60% due to complex multiparticle interactions
[Goldsmith et al. (1995)].

Hellums and co-workers [Belval and Hellums (1986);
Huang and Hellums (1993 a-c)] have applied the popula-
tion balance equation (PBE) along with the Smoluchowski
two-body collision theory to quantify the spatially homoge-
neous, shear induced-aggregation and disaggregation kinet-
ics of- platelets in anticoagulated plasma. The Smolu-
chowski expression to model the collision frequency
assumes that particles are spheres, follow linear trajectories,
and collide without hydrodynamic interaction. Only a frac-
tion of the collisions predicted by Smoluchowski theory
were considered to result in successful aggregation. This
fraction (denoted as E and called the collision efficiency)
was an empirical parameter in their study and was obtained
by regression of the experimental data and contained all the
platelet receptor biology and hydrodynamic effects.

In the present study, we present methods to predict the
collision efficiency parameter E [an empirical parameter in
the earlier studies of Huang and Hellums (1993a-c) and
Bell et al. (1989a,b; 1990)] systematically taking into ac-
count effects due to hydrodynamics and receptor interac-
tions. The hydrodynamic effect on the collision frequency is
calculated by considering platelets and their aggregates as
solid spheres with DLVO interactions and performing tra-
jectory calculations to obtain the far upstream cross-sec-
tional area. Particle flux through this cross-section allows
prediction of the particle collision frequency. Particles col-
liding together by the shear fluid flow are bound together if
enough time is available for fibrinogen cross-bridging
GPIIb/Illa receptors on the platelet surface. The successful
collision frequency, including both receptor and hydrody-
namic effects, has been included in a population balance
framework to predict the size evolution of the aggregate
population. Predictions have been compared with the ex-
perimental data of Bell et al. (1989a,b) and Huang and
Hellums (1993). Generalization of these methods to predict
aggregation behavior of other cells or more complex bind-
ing chemistries may be possible.

THEORY

Size distributions of aggregating platelets in a
shear field

The population balance framework has been used to predict
the size distributions of platelets undergoing spatially ho-
mogeneous, shear-induced aggregation in anticoagulated
plasma [Belval and Hellums (1986); Huang and Hellums
(1993a-c)]. The PBE [Smoluchowski (1917)] defines the
rate of change of number density, Ni, of platelet aggregates
comprised of i singlets (platelets) and is given as:

aNi 1 i- 0

t 2 E (i(, i -j)Nj Ni-j- N1 E (i, j)Nj
j=l j=l

(1)

where f3(i, j) is the successful shear-induced collision fre-
quency between aggregates comprised of i and j singlets,
respectively. Eq. 1 is the discrete PBE without disaggrega-
tion. The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. 1
represents the birth of particles with i singlets by aggrega-
tion of particles having fewer than i singlets (factor of 1/2
prevents double counting). The second term of the RHS is
associated with the death of particles with i singlets as a

result of them aggregating with other particles to form even

larger particles. Solution of Eq. 1 (see Appendix) with
appropriate initial conditions yields the evolution of aggre-
gate number density distribution with time.

Collision frequency f3(u, v): hydrodynamic effects

Assuming particles follow linear trajectories in shear flows
by neglecting hydrodynamic interactions, Smoluchowski
(1917) suggested the following expression for the collision
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frequency for two spheres of volume u and v undergoing
shear-induced aggregation:

13G(U, V) = [U"3 + v"3]3 (2)

where G is the shear rate. Here particle volume represents
the sum of the primary particle volumes comprising the
aggregate. Belval and Hellums (1986) and Huang and Hel-
lums (1993 a-c) have used Eqs. 1 and 2 to model the
platelet population dynamics of heparinized platelet-rich
plasma subjected to linear shear field considering only a
fraction of the collisions (denoted as collision efficiency E
or Er+h in the present study) given by Eq. 2 result in
successful collisions leading to aggregation. This empirical
parameter E in earlier studies was considered to include both
hydrodynamic and receptor effects. However, a detailed
hydrodynamics analysis [van de Ven (1989)] reveals that
two solid spheres in shear flow will not touch in the absence
of any attractive forces (such as van der Waals). Further-
more, the collision efficiency E is dependent on the size ratio
of the two aggregates colliding. The efficiency of equal-
sized aggregate collisions can be significantly greater than
the efficiency for unequal sized particles.
We present methods to systematically predict the colli-

sion efficiency E [which was an empirically determined
parameter in the studies of Huang and Hellums (1993a-c)
and Bell et al. (1989a,b; 1990)] taking into account the
interplay of shear flow hydrodynamics and platelet receptor
biology and their effect on the evolution of particle size
distribution. To include the effects due to these factors on
the population dynamics, a modified collision kernel is
defined as:

(3 = ErEh(i 1G) G( cr) (3)

where Eh is the hydrodynamic collision efficiency, Er is the
receptor binding efficiency, and 3G is the Smoluchowski
expression for the collision frequency given by Eq. 2. The
product EhI3G gives the actual collision frequency consider-
ing detailed flow fields around the colliding spherical par-
ticles. The hydrodynamic efficiency Eh depends in general
on particle size ratios, surface charge and electrostatic re-
pulsion, van der Waals attraction, and the shear rate. Er
represents the fraction of collisions that results in GPIIb/
IlIa-fibrinogen binding leading to successful aggregation of
the colliding particles. The expression in the denominator
on the RHS of Eq. 3 takes into account the fact that the
resulting aggregates are porous with void fraction a. How-
ever, our present model does not consider the effects of
surface roughness or permeable flow through the porous
aggregates. Indeed, even in the absence of any attractive
forces, there would be a nonzero hydrodynamic collision
efficiency between two colliding porous or rough aggre-
gates [Michalopoulou et al. (1991)].

After platelet activation, the rapid shape change of plate-
lets results in a spherical cell with pseudopods [Frojmovic et

al. (1991)]. Recently, the hydrodynamics of spiked spheres
has been described mathematically [Kim and Karrila
(1991)] but their collisions have yet to be characterized.
While platelets and their aggregates are rough and non-
spherical with pseudopods, hydrodynamics and collisions of
such morphologically complex aggregates is not yet com-
pletely understood. As a first step to investigate hydrody-
namic contributions to aggregation dynamics, we treat
platelets and their aggregates as smooth solid spheres fol-
lowing earlier approaches [Huang and Hellums (1993a-c);
van de Ven (1989); Adler (1981 a,b); Wang et al. (1994);
Zeichner and Schowalter (1977)]. To find the flow field
around two spheres in a simple shear field, the creeping
flow equations are solved with the no-slip boundary condi-
tion at the surface of each sphere and with the velocities
approaching the undisturbed flow field at large distances
from the spheres. For a spherical coordinate system (r, 0, ))
system, the relative trajectory of two spheres of arbitrary
radii al and a2 in a shear field of strength G (see Fig. 1,
Vx = Gy), can be described by the equations:

dr
Vr = dr = Gi[l - A(r, X)]sin2O sin 4 cos 4) + Fr

dO
Vo = r = Grll - B(r,A)]sin 0 cos 0 sin4 cos4

V< = rsin 0do-= Grcos2 - 2 cos 20)sin 0

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

where Fr is the effect due to external forces, and A = a2la,
(A ' 1). Functions A and B are the mobility functions along
lines of centers and normal to the line of centers, respec-
tively, describing the effects of hydrodynamic interactions
between the particles [Batchelor and Green (1972)]. In

z

x

linear shear
Vx(y) = G * y

FIGURE 1 Schematic of two unequal sized platelets or aggregates (of
radii a,, and a2) in a spherical coordinate (r, 4., 0) system. The interaction
of the particles in a linear shear field given by V,, = G * y where G is the
local shear rate of blood flow is treated for van der Waals attraction, and
electrostatic repulsion between the particles.
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determining the flow field, the interparticle forces of van der
Waals attraction and electrostatic repulsion are considered
and Eq. 4 is made dimensionless by normalizing distances
with the average radius a (= (a, +a2)/2) and time with IIG
(s = r/a, t* = Gt, 4 = (r - a1 - a2)/i = s - 2). The
nondimensional equivalent of Eq. 4 is:

ds 0C(4, A)(FA + FR)dt* = s[l - A(4, A)]sin2O sin 4 cos 4 + 3WpaG(1 + A)

(5a)

dO
dt* = [- B(4, A)]sin 0 cos 0 sin 4 cos 4

d 2 B(4, A)dt--2cos't'- cos24

(1981a)] (see Appendix) who used detailed hydrodynamic
calculations in the intermediate regime over a range of size
ratios (for A = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0).

Behavior of A(4 A)

4 0.01

A(A, 4) = 1 - K(A)(I. + A)/2

where KJ(A) = 0.206 + 19.245A - 27.254A2 + 11.881A3
(5b)

(Sc)

In Eq. 5, ,u is the plasma viscosity, 4 is the nondimensional
gap separation between the particles, FA is the van der
Waals attractive force, FR is the repulsion force, and C(A,4)
is the correction to the Stokes law taking into account the
presence of the second sphere. Forp = 21Tra4/AL, the van der
Waals and electrostatic forces are defined as [van de Ven
(1989)]:

CFA -CAAC[ 1 + 3.54lp 1
3irUia21G(1 + A) (1 + A)4 [2(1 + 1.77p)21 forp < 1

CFA -CAAC [0.98 0.434 0.0674]

3,rpa2G(I + A) (1 + A)442[ p - P2+ P3

forp 2 1

CFR CRAC
3ir,ua2G(l + A) (1 + A)2

(L + )exph(-Ka14(l + A)/2)- 24iPi2-
L- 4?,f sinh(KaA(l + A)/2) A

(6)

Here 1/K is the Debye length, tfl and qi2 are potential on

each of the spheres, and AL is the London wavelength.
Nondimensional parameters CA and CR are:

2H EmKVref
CA = 9TrG3 CR 3'uZGa1

where H is the Hamaker constant, q is the permittivity of
the medium, and ief is a reference potential. Behavior of
functions A(4, A), B(4, A), and C(4, A) over the spectrum of
size ratios and gap separations are needed to integrate Eq. 5
to obtain particle trajectories. We have used the behavior of
two unequal-sized particles in a shear flow field in the
asymptotic limits of very small separation of s 0.01 and

large separation 2 1 [Batchelor and Green (1972); Adler
(1981a)] for generating the complete flow field around the
two spheres. At intermediate separations of 0.01 ' ' 1,
we developed matching functionals shown in Eqs. 8-10.
Results from these correlations are within 2% of the results
in the literature [Batchelor and Green (1972), Adler

20(1 + A3) 48[3(1 + A5) + 5A2(1 + A)]
(1 + A)3s3 3s'(1 + A)5

0.01 <4< 1

1
A(4) =I1 +Al4B (8)

A1 and B1 are constants determined by matching the values
of A at = 0.01 and 1.

Behavior of B(4 A)

4 ' 0.00075

K3(A)
B(4, A) = K2(A) + loge 4+ log1((l + A)/2)

where K2(A) = 1.141 - 1.446A + 0.709A2, and

K3(A) = 0.439 + 12.747A - 31.211A2 + 18.806A3

32[3(1 + A5) + 5A2(l + A)]
B(A, 4) = 3s5(1 + A)5

0.00075 < 4< 1

B(A, ) - A 40.25 + B2 (9)

A2 and B2 are constants determined by matching the values
of B at 4 = 0.00075 and 1.

Behavior of C(6 A)

40.01

AC (1 + A)2
C'=l+= 2A1 +A 2A

421

AC 6A 8A(1 + A2) 60A(1 + A3)
C 1 +A 1- s(1 +A)2+ (1 +A)4S3 (1 +A)5s4
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0.01 < < 1

A3 e3

C =+A3#33 (10)

A3 and B3 are constants determined by matching the values
of C' at ( = 0.01 and 1. The best fit values of matching
functions Al, B1, A2, B2, A3, and B3 as a function of size
ratio parameter, A, are given in the Appendix.
The cross-sectional area, AC, is an area far upstream of the

target particle through which the particles flowing are ca-
pable of impacting the target particle (Fig. 2). This area can
be determined by performing trajectory calculations using
Eqs. 5-10. Flux of the particles through Ac gives the colli-
sion rate in a shear field as [Zeichner and Schowalter
(1977)]:

J12= -NIN2 U12 n dS (11)
Ac

where N1 and N2 are number densities of the colliding
particles, respectively; U12 is the relative velocity between
the particles; dS is a surface element on the far upstream
area; and n is the unit normal to the surface element dS. The
far upstream cross-section is constructed by backward-inte-
grating Eq. 5 in time with the initial conditions of s - 2 (a
slight perturbation of s = 2.01 was included to get the
collision diameter. The magnitude of this perturbation, on

Upstream Cross-Sectional Area G=1920 s

FIGURE 2 Far upstream collision cross-section of two platelet aggre-

gates (of radii a, and a2, A = al/a2) for a shear rate of G = 1920 s-. Only
particles flowing through these cross-sections are capable of colliding with
the target particle. The particle flux through this area has been used to

estimate the collision frequency. The distances y and z are made dimen-
sionless by normalizing with the average radius (y* = yld and z* = z/a)
where a = (a,+a2)/2

the order of the molecular membrane roughness of the
platelet, is calculated such that the calculated hydrodynamic
efficiency is insensitive to small variations in the distance
between the surfaces of the colliding particles), 4 = 0, and
different values of 0. The backward integration was carried
out using the Runge-Kutta-Mercer method until the parti-
cles were so far apart (here taken to be s = 10) that they did
not influence the flow field around each other. Performing
trajectory calculations for values of 0 between 0 and 7r/2
generates one quadrant of the upstream cross-section
needed to complete the far upstream cross-section (since
there is top-bottom and left-right symmetry). Numerically,
the 0 range was divided into 10 points and backward inte-
grations were performed to obtain the corresponding y* and
z* coordinates far upstream at s = 10. The coordinates (y*,
z*) reside on the periphery of Ac. The flux through the far
upstream area is normalized with the flux for linear trajec-
tories (Smoluchowski limit) to yield the hydrodynamic ef-
ficiency as:

3 *z*ax
Ch = 8 yY*Z* dy*8

(12)

where y* = yla, z* = Zia, Yrax = Ymax/a, and Ymax is the
maximum calculated value of y*. Numerical integration
using quadrature procedures gave the hydrodynamic effi-
ciency, Eh.

Collision frequency fJ(u, v): receptor interactions

Platelets brought together by a shearing fluid flow are
successfully bound together by fibrinogen cross-bridging to
the GPIIbJIa receptors on the surface of the platelets
[Bennett and Vilaire (1979); Marguire et al. (1980)]. Plate-
lets are held together only if they have sufficient time to
form a critical number of bonds. In reality, the collision
between two activated platelets or their aggregates may
display several behaviors depending on shear rate, size
ratio, surface roughness, and the precise approach trajec-
tory. At physiological shear rates, the relative low shear
stresses (<30 dynes/cm2) and short contact times (<15 ms)
argue against a large viscous deformation of the platelet
singlets during collision, though aggregate restructuring
may occur. During collisions, rapid bond formation may
cause doublet rotation. Additionally, if bond formation is
insufficient to create an instantaneous doublet on contact,
then complex rolling, skidding, and/or skipping movements
may occur as the collision progresses. The actual collisions
of platelets or their aggregates at physiologic shear rates
have never been visualized in real time.

Given the multiple behaviors that are likely to occur in
the real system, we utilized a hybrid concept of the "swept
contact area" to model the effects of hydrodynamics on
aggregate formation over the range of approach trajectories
and size ratios. At the instant of contact, an initial contact
area (AO = -TrD2/4) is defined that depends on the particle
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roughness that scales with the particle diameter. After the
instant of contact the approaching particle is then allowed to
flow around the target to a position of 4 = 0 as a growing
collisional contact area Aco11 for bond formation is swept
out. The approach captures to a first-order approximation
local convection effects on bond formation and the tendency
of bonds to move to unstressed regions of the contact area.
The overall approach is consistent with allowing bonds
formed at earlier times to always contribute to aggregate
stabilization by remaining in the contact area.

For two particles brought together by shear flow with
collision characterized by characteristic time of collision, T,
and collision swept contact area, Acoil' a successful binding
event takes place if

To calculate the Aco11 a roughness on the order of Ar =

O.005a1(1+A) is associated with the aggregates. The mag-
nitude of the roughness dictates the initial contact area.
Lines between centers of the spheres and the edge of the
contact area form a triangle with sides a, + Ar, a2 + Ar,
and a2 + a2 + Ar. The diameter of the contact area, Dc, can
then be calculated, using geometric properties of a triangle,
as:

DC = 2(al + Ar)sin 01 (17)

where:

cos[-(a, + Ar)2 + al(al + 2a,A + 2Ar)1
01=o 2(al + Ar)(al + alk + Ar) J (18)

IJ d dt A,,,, ':: Nct (13)

where dNb/dt is the net rate of formation of receptor-fibrin-
ogen-receptor bonds per unit area and NC1it is the critical
number of bonds needed to hold the colliding aggregates
together. Following Bell (1981), the tensile force between
the aggregates is assumed to be on the order of the drag
force, which is assumed to be distributed equally between
each of the receptors. The Stokes drag force to break bonds
(Fdrag = 671TIReffVeff) is estimated for an effective radius of
the projectile sphere in near proximity of the target as Reff =
al(1 + A)/2. Thus, the critical number of bonds are:

dFrg 37rLVef,[al(l + A)] (14)

Nfit=f (4

where fC is the critical force to break a bond. The effective
velocity, Veff[=V(Vr2)+(V29)+ V2)] is the relative velocity
between the particles at time of contact at s = 2.01. How-
ever, if the calculated value of Ncit is less than some

minimum number of bonds (of order unity, taken to be equal
to 2 for our calculations given the stochastic nature of
bonding), then the value of N,,it is set equal to this minimum
value. We next describe methods to estimate the time of
collision, T, and swept collision contact area, Ac.11, for a

collision characterized by size ratio parameter A and point
of contact (0', 4').
The T for a given collision initiated at 0', 4' on the target

surface is calculated by defining a characteristic distance
and velocity along the direction of approach of the particles.
It is thus estimated to be:

al(l + A)sin 0' sin 4'

vx

where the x component of the velocity v,, at contact is
estimated as a function of Vr, Vo, Vo, as:

vX= sin0 sin Vr +cos0 sin Ve + cos OV4, at o', ('
(16)

The contact area diameter, DC, then multiplied by the swept
arc length gives the Ac.11 and is calculated to be:

Acoll = Dca, (cos 0)2 + (sin 0 sin 0)2tan-r(tan 0 sin 4))(19)
at 0', 4)'

The rate of formation of receptor-fibrinogen-receptor bonds
per unit area, dNb/dt, is calculated using the formalism of
Bell (1979):

dANb .[L(Nrec,i - Nb)(Nre,j - Nb)]
dt =2kf[ Kd(l + LKd)2 J krlVb (20)

where kf and kr are forward and reverse rate constant for the
bond formation, Nreci and Nr, are the number of active
GPIIb/IlIa receptors per unit area on the colliding aggre-
gates, and L is the fibrinogen concentration in the plasma.
Fibrinogen binding to the GPIIb/fIHa receptors is a fast and
rapidly equilibrated process [Bennett and Vilaire (1979);
Calvete (1994)] of moderate affinity (Kd = 0.1 tkM). The
rate constant kf is estimated from the diffusion limit rate of
association of receptors in two dimensions as:

kf = 1 * [21r(Di + Dj)] (Di = Dj) (21)

where 7q is the effectiveness factor and Di and Dj are the
diffusion constant of receptors on the opposing membranes.
Bell's original estimate of q = 0.1 (Bell, 1981) likely
represents an upper limit given the orientational, steric, and
membrane constraints limiting bond formation. Ideally, the
value of q captures the apparent and average behavior of
bond formation between real (rough) platelets, but is not a

function of particle hydrodynamics. The factor "2" in Eq. 20
is a result of the fact that there is heterobinding between
bound fibrinogen and free receptors on each of the colliding
surfaces. Assuming that dissociation is slow for unstressed
bonds [Bell (1979)] and Nb << Nrec,i, Nrecj, the bond for-
mation rate per unit area is given as:

(22)
dN_ [L(Nd,i)(N1+Kj)]
dt -Kd(l + LIKY-2

This approach is consistent with aggregate creation domi-
nated by the rate of bond association without significant
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TABLE 1 Values of input parameters for our model

Parameter Value Reference

Debye Length 0.96 A Van de Ven (1989)
London wavelength, AL 100 nM Van de Ven (1989)
Plasma dielectric constant 78.54
Platelet Hamaker constant, H lo-19 J Hammer and Apte (1992)
Platelet zeta potential -15 mV Prieve and Ruckenstein (1976)
Aggregate porosity 0.4 Huang and Hellums (1993)
GP IIb/IIIa per platelet 50,000/plt Bennett and Vilaire (1979)
[Fibrinogen] 8.8 ,uM Furie and Furie (1988)
Kd for fibrinogen-GP IIb/IIIa 0.1 ,tM Bennett and Vilaire (1979)
Plasma viscosity, A 1.32 cP
Platelet concentration 300,000/,ul Huang and Hellums (1993)
Platelet radius 1.42 x 10-4 cm Huang and Hellums (1993)
Platelet volume 12 .tm3 Huang and Hellums (1993)
GP IIb/IIIa bond strength, fr 5 ,udynes Bell (1981)
GP IIb/IIIa diffusion constant, Di 10-10 cm2/s Bell (1979), Schootemeijer et al. (1993)

stress-induced bond breakage [Huang and Hellums (1993)].
Note that at 50,000 receptors/platelet and 300,000 plate-
let/,ll in plasma containing 8.8 ,uM fibrinogen, only 1% of
the receptors are unbound at equilibrium (Kd = 0.1 ,uM). At
1 ,uM fibrinogen, the free receptors available for binding are
10.1%. Only at a concentration of 0.1 ,uM are half the
receptors free for binding.

Only a fraction of the particles flowing through the up-
stream cross-section AC result in successful binding, de-
pending on whether the collision time is sufficient to form
enough bonds to hold colliding aggregates together. To
generate the fraction of the upstream cross-sectional area
through which the flowing particles will result in successful
binding, we started by identifying the coordinates (s = 2.01,
0', 4') where the colliding particles are brought in contact.
The location (y*, z*) inside the upstream cross-section cor-
responding to (0', 4') were calculated by performing back-
ward integration. Parameters T and Acoll were determined
using Eqs. 15 and 17 for a given collision (0', 4') and then
the condition given by Eq. 13 was enforced. If the condition
was satisfied, the parameter P(y*, z*) was set to unity,
otherwise it was set to zero. The procedure was repeated for
the entire range of collisions over 0' and 4' (0 ' 0, 4 '
ir/2) to generate the function P(y*, z*), which was then used
to calculate the receptor efficiency, Er, as:

y*
Er+h 3/8 f0max Y*Z*P(y*IZ*) dy*
Eh 3/8sf y*z* dy*

= function(G, A, dNb)

at different values of A are shown in Fig. 2. The flux through
this upstream area was used to calculate the total number of
collisions (not all necessarily result in aggregation) between
the aggregates. In Fig. 3, we present a surface plot of the
hydrodynamic efficiency Eh as a function of colliding par-
ticle size ratios (A) and dimensionless parameter (CA). This
accounts for hydrodynamic interactions neglected by
Smoluchowski in Eq. 2. For equal-sized platelet aggregates,
the collision hydrodynamic efficiency increased from a
value of 0.13 for G of 12,000 s-1 to a value of 0.29 for G
of 50 s-1. The corresponding values for size ratio of 0.5
were calculated to be 0.11 for G = 12000 s-I and 0.26 for
G of 50 s- 1. The collision efficiencies are much smaller for
higher shear rates and small size ratios. For example, the

£h

H=101' J

V=-15 mV

CA/CR=21.9
0.25 s 1

P' 0.1

1 r27

Xu G (sec -1)(23)

RESULTS

Parameters for the model are given in Table 1 for calcula-
tions performed for shear rates between 50 s-1 and 12,000
s-I corresponding to the values of CA between 2.27 X 10-4
and 5.45 x 10-2 and CR/CA = 21.9 (qPref = 1 mV). The far
upstream hydrodynamic cross-section Ac for G = 1920 s-

FIGURE 3 Flux of platelets or aggregates flowing through the far-
upstream collision cross-section areas was used to calculate the hydrody-
namic collision efficiency Eh at various size ratios A and shear rates.
Hydrodynamic collision efficiency multiplied by the Smoluchowski colli-
sion frequency PG gives the collision kemel corrected for hydrodynamic
interactions between platelets of radii a, and a2 (A = al/a2) at a prevailing
shear rate G. Parameter CA is a dimensionless ratio between the van der
Waals and hydrodynamic forces, and is given as 2H/9irGpal3, where ,t is
the plasma viscosity andH is the membrane Hamaker constant. The surface
plot is shown is for a constant platelet potential of -15 mV.
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efficiency is only 0.04 for a size ratio of 0.3 at a shear rate
of 12,000 s-. For a still smaller size ratio of 0.1, Eh
decreased from 0.0132 to 1 X 10-4 between shear rates of
50 and 1200 s-1, suggesting that the capture of fresh sin-
glets by an aggregated swarm is very inefficient. The hy-
drodynamic efficiency, Eh, multiplied by the Smoluchowski
collision frequency gives the total number of collisions
between aggregates of size ratio A and at shear rate G. In
sheared platelet-rich plasma (PRP) (1.32 cP) with 300,000
platelet/,l, the initial collision kernel (EhI3G) with hydrody-
namic interactions is 375.67 (,um)3/s at 41.9 s-1 (Eh =
0.295), 1928.32 (,um)3/s at 335 s-1 (Eh = 0.226) and
8313.41 at 1920 s-1 (Eh = 0.17). This corresponds to
16906, 86775 and 374103 collisions/,li per second at G =
41.9, 335, and 1920 s-5, respectively. The continuum ap-
proach of this work is based on the averaging of tens of
thousands of collisions each second.

For rapidly calculating the hydrodynamic efficiency, we
have fitted the surface shown in Fig. 3 to the following
functional form:

For 0.3 ' A 1

Eh = Xl(A)(CA)Y'()
where

Xj(A) =-0.2258A3 - 0.1579A2 + 0.7356A + 0.1077

Y1(A) =- 1.1866A3 + 2.7509A2 - 2.0556A + 0.6411

For 0.2 A < 0.3

Eh = X2(A)CA + X3(A)CA + X4(A)CA + X5(A)
where X2(A) = 888.315 + 9757.45(A - 0.2)

X3(A) = -101.518 - 1014.68(A - 0.2)

X4(A) = 4.182 + 31.32(A - 0.2)

X5(A) = 0.0032 + 0.451(A - 0.2)

ForO.1 lA<0.2

Eh= X6(A)CA + X7(A) for CA .0.005

where X6(A) = 0.2217 + 7.353(A - 0.1)

X7(A) = 0.254(A - 0.1)

EhO for CA<0.005

For A < 0.1

Eh O (24)
Results from the above correlation are within 4% of the
values shown in Fig. 3 over the complete range of CA and
A. This provides a useful and convenient hydrodynamic
correction (with DLVO interactions) to the Smoluchowski
collision kernel for colliding platelets at varying shear rates

Having calculated the hydrodynamics contributions of
the problem, an estimate of the effectiveness factor q1 was
needed to characterize the average and apparent rate of bond
formation. Although phenomenological in nature, the effec-
tiveness factor is commonly used to capture the overall
kinetics of reactions in the presence of complex diffusion
processes. The initial singlet consumption rate is the most
appropriate data to estimate q for A = 1 since the complex
collision dynamics of aggregates influence the initial rate to
a far lesser extent at early times. For maximally activated
platelets (Nrec = 50,000/platelet) and half-maximally acti-
vated platelets (Nre = 25,000/platelet) the overall effi-
ciency t+h was calculated for q = 0.0178 (Table 2) for
G = 41.9,335, and 1920 s-. Good agreement was obtained
using i1 = 0.0178 with the values determined from initial
platelet singlet consumption rates in flow of PRP through a
tube [Bell et al. (1989)]. The model was quite sensitive to
the choice of - and prevailing receptor number. Values of q1
that were only 0.5 or 2 times that of = 0.0178 did not
predict the experimental data in Table 2. Though the vast
complexities of platelet physiology (reactivity lag times,
integrin regulation, or the role of vWF) are not considered,
the single parameter of qr = 0.0178 provided a suitable
prediction of platelet aggregation mediated by fibrinogen
for shear rates between 50 and 2000 s-1 and modest to high
degrees of ADP stimulation (Table 2). To our knowledge,
this is the first estimate of q for the GPllb/JlIa-fibrinogen
cross-bridging of platelets that is based on a quantitative
hydrodynamic calculation.
An additional and independent method to estimate the

value of 'T is to apply the condition of colloidal stability for
unstimulated platelets that have a low but finite number of
active GPIIb/IIIa. In this approach, the head-on collision at
0' = 4' = ir/2, which has the maximum time for bond
formation, is assigned a value of 'T such that the criteria in
Eq. 13 are just satisfied. All collisions except perfect
head-on collisions achieved by secondary collision fail to
provide successful aggregation. In Table 3, we report the
value of effectiveness factors for which the population of
unactivated platelets will be just stable for different values
of receptor concentration (1000-10,000/platelet) on the un-
stimulated platelet surface. Again, we see that the estimated
values of r for colloidal stability are in the same range as
the value of '1 determined to predict singlet consumption in
Table 2. At G = 41.9 s-', the collision times are long;
however, platelets with up to -5000 active receptors will
fail to aggregate in plasma for q = 0.0178. Indeed, PRP
without agonist stimulation will not aggregate at low shear
despite low-level platelet activation during isolation when
'10% of GPIIb/HIIa are active (Mazurov et al., 1996).

In Fig. 4 A we present the hydrodynamic far upstream
cross-section for G = 41.9 s-1 and A = 1. Also shown in
the figure is the far upstream cross-section if particles were

to follow linear trajectories (Smoluchowski limit). We also
show the fraction of the area (referred to as the successful
collision area) through which flowing particles will have
sufficient time to form enough fibrinogen-GPIIbfIHa bonds
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TABLE 2

0.2 ,uM ADP* Calculated Er+h 1.0 ,uM ADP Calculated 4r+h
0-4 -- 4-8 or 11 -- 8-21 s 25,000/platelet 0-4 -4-8 s 50,000/platelet

G = 41.9 s-

Male 0.260 0.0738 0.717 0.223
Female 0.313 0.0785 0.112 0.231 0.131 0.206
Male 0.118 0.068 -*0.059
Female 0.264 0.0882 -> 0.108

G = 335 s-1

Male 0.0 0.0219 0.046 0.205
Female 0.0259 0.0363 0.009 0.0247 0.0552 0.0496
Male 0.007 0.013 ->0.022
Female 0.0174 0.0353 -*0.499

G= 1920s-1

Male 0.00096 0.00319 0.005 0.0414
Female 0.00037 0.00465 <0.001 0.009 0.0345 0.0086
Male 0.00198 0.00165
Female 0.00062 -0.0023

Calculated initial collision efficiencies (er+h at t = 0 and A = 1) for an effectiveness factor of 7 = 0.0178 are compared with measured efficiencies for
platelet aggregation at various average shear rates G in tube flow and times in PRP (300,000/,ul and 37°C) with 0.2 ,uM or 1.0 ,uM ADP stimulation. In
the model for 1.0 ,uM ADP stimulation, the maximal level of GPIIb/IIIa receptors was set at 50,000/platelet, while for 0.2 ,uM ADP stimulation, the receptor
level was set half-maximally to 25,000/platelet.
*Data from Table 2 and 3 of Bell, 1989.

to hold the colliding particles together. In Fig. 4 A, Er+h =
0.206 for q = 0.0178 and Nrec = 50,000/platelet. For the
same value of 7 and Nrec, the corresponding upstream area
for G = 335 s- and A = 1 are shown in Fig. 4 B and the
overall efficiency (Er+h) is calculated to be 0.0496, in good
agreement with values estimated by Bell et al. (1989) for
this condition.
The prediction of hydrodynamic and overall efficiency as

a function of colliding particles size ratio parameter, A, for
these shear rates of 41.9 and 335 s-1, is shown in Fig. 5 A
for maximally activated platelets (Nrec = 50,000/platelet).
The collision and aggregate formation frequency is much
more efficient for equal-sized particles than for unequal-
sized particles. The corresponding fr+h predictions for only

TABLE 3

Tlmax 7qmax

Nr,,/platelet G = 41.9 s-' G = 335 s-'

1000 0.623 >1
2000 0.178 >1
3000 0.0712 1
4000 0.0445 0.267
5000 0.0267 0.089
6000 0.0178 0.0712
7000 0.0178 0.0534
8000 0.0089 0.0356
9000 0.008 0.0178

10,000 0.00623 0.0089

Value of effectiveness factor, q, at which platelet populations are just
stable for different number of active GP IIb/lIla receptors on the platelet
surface. For q = 0.0178, platelets with up to 5000 active receptors will not
aggregate at G = 41.9 s-' and the suspensions are stable.
Values above the rule are stable, values below are unstable.

half the receptor concentration on the platelet surface are
presented in Fig. 5 B for 41.9 and 335 s 1 (Eh is the same as
in Fig. 5 A). As expected, Er+h is highly sensitive to the
number of active receptors. In the model, the calculation of
Er+h depended on the bond formation rate and thus to the
value chosen for the effectiveness factor, qr. In Fig. 5 C, we
show the predicted dependence Of Er+h for different values
of 7r for maximally activated platelets (50,000 receptors/
platelet) in sheared PRP. However, for a single value of 'T =
0.0178, we were able to predict Er+h over a large range of
shear rates in agreement with the efficiencies determined
from platelet aggregation experiments in tube flow (Table 2).

In calculating these efficiencies, primary collisions dom-
inate the total number of collisions. Secondary collisions
(orbitlike trajectories, Fig. 6) constitute only a small fraction
of the total number of collisions. However, at high shear
rates (>750 s-1), these become important as these are the
only collisions that are calculated to provide enough time to
result in successful aggregate formation via fibrinogen. For
these shear rates, the primary encounters result in glancing
collisions far away from the stagnation point, producing an
insufficient number of bonds during collision to hold the
colliding aggregates together. The secondary upstream area
forms a thin region just outside the primary hydrodynamic
upstream area (based on which Eh was calculated) in the
mirror image quadrant. At higher shear rates, particle flux
through the secondary region was used for calculating the
efficiency over the range of A. For G = 1920 s'- and A =
1, Er+h iS calculated to be 0.0086, a value in agreement with
measurements of Bell et al. (1989). Though less frequent,
secondary collisions may extend the shear rates range at
which fibrinogen can mediate successful aggregation. We
predict that secondary collisions occur and can result in
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FIGURE 5 Sensitivity of hydrodynamic collision efficiency (sE) and

successful collision efficiency (4+h) to the particle size ratio, A, is shown
for shear rates 41.9 and 335 s-' and at 50,000 GPIIb/IIIa receptors per

platelet (A) or 25,000 GPIIb/IIIa receptors per platelet (B). The value of

effectiveness factor for the GPIIb/IIIa-fibrinogen interaction was taken as

r1 = 0.0178. The sensitivity of eh and E+h to the effectiveness factor is also

shown in (C).

A

er+h

B
G=335 sec-I

B

2

Y*
FIGURE 4 Smoluchowski, hydrodynamic, and successful (hydrodynam-
ic + receptor) far-upstream cross-section area for A = 1 and shear rates of
G = 41.9 s- (A) and 335 s-1 (B). The Smoluchowski upstream area is
calculated considering platelets follow linear trajectories, while the hydro-
dynamic collision area is determined from detailed hydrodynamics inter-
actions between colliding aggregates. Whereas the particle flux through the
hydrodynamic cross-section represents the collision rate between aggre-
gates of radii a, and a2, the fraction of these collisions that is successful is
represented by the particle flux through the overall (hydrodynamic +
receptor) upstream cross-section area. For calculating the cross-section
area for successful aggregation, the effectiveness factor of fibrinogen-
GPIIb/IIIa interaction was taken to be 71 = 0.0178.

aggregation. To date, neither direct nor secondary collisions
have been visualized at higher shear rates.
The collision kernel Er+hIG as a function of G, A, and

dNb/dt were employed in a population balance framework to
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FIGURE 6 For large shear rates (G > 750 s-'), secondary collisions
(orbitlike trajectories) are the only collisions which can provide enough
contact time during collision to form sufficient bonds to hold the colliding
aggregates together. For these shear rates, the primary encounters result in
collision far away from the stagnation point, resulting in formation of an
insufficient number of bonds during collision to hold the colliding aggre-
gates together. A typical secondary trajectory is shown for a platelet of
radius a, = 1.5 Am colliding with another platelet of the same radius in a
shear field at a shear rate G = 335 s (point of contact 0' = 7r/4, 4' =
-37r/10)

predict the evolution of size distribution of populations of
platelets undergoing aggregation in a shear field. In Figs. 7
and 8, we show the predicted size distributions at different
times for G = 41.9 s- 335 s-, and 1920 s ,starting with
a monodispersed population comprising 300,000 platelets/
,ul. Also shown in these figures is the observed distributions
by Bell et al. (1989a,b; 1990) for platelet aggregation in
citrated PRP flowing through a tube at a corresponding
average G. Our predictions based on a single factor (71)
obtained from singlet consumption data are in reasonable,
though not complete, agreement with the observations.
While maximal activation of receptors (50,000/platelet) is
expected at high dosage of ADP (2 1 ,uM), for our calcu-
lations we assumed that only half the receptors are ex-
pressed at low dosage of ADP (0.2 ,uM). For shear rate of
G = 41.9 s- 1 and 50,000 receptors per platelet, we predict
in Fig. 7 A very rapid aggregation and formation of ex-
tremely large aggregates, since ample time is available for
bond formation during collision. Bell et al. (1989b) noted
similar aggregate formation at 1 ,uM ADP at 41.9 s-1, as
was seen at 335 s-1 (with a peak around 5000 platelets per
aggregate at 43 s, as in Fig. 8 A). However, at low shear
rates of G = 41.9 s-I and high dosage of 1 ,M ADP

10 100 1000 10000 100000

Number of Platelets In the Aggregate

G=41.9 sec-1, Nrec=25,OOO/pit

10 100 1000 10000 100000

Number of Platelets In the Aggregate

FIGURE 7 The overall collision efficiency calculated using two-body
collision theory taking into account hydrodynamic effects and receptor
interaction was used in a population balance to predict the evolution of size
distributions of population of platelets aggregation in a shear flow. Size
distributions at various times are shown for a shear rate of 41.9 s-1 and
50,000 GPIIb/IIIa receptors per platelet (A) and 25,000 GPIIb/IIIa recep-
tors per platelet (B). The initial distribution (t = 0) is considered to be
monodispersed, comprised of 300,000 singlet platelets per PAI. For platelets
of volume (12 ,tum3) and aggregates that have a porosity of 0.4, N parti-
cles X 20 = aggregate volume (,um3). Data is shown from Bell et al.
(1989 a,b).

stimulation at which near maximal activation of receptors is
expected, aggregates containing > -10,000 singlets cannot
be detected with an aperture diameter of 100 ,um used in a
Coulter counter setup. For G = 41.9 s-1, the calculated
distributions for 25,000 receptors/platelet were in good
agreement with observed distributions for 0.2 ,uM ADP
stimulation (Fig. 7 B). However, a large singles peak that
coexists with large aggregates seen in the experimental data
was not predicted by our model. This singlet peak likely
represents the inert fraction of platelets in the populations at
modest levels of ADP stimulation. Indeed, Goldsmith et al.
(1994) report only 76% of the platelets were activated at 0.2
,M ADP and -89% were activated at 100 ,uM ADP under
nonflow conditions. For G = 335 s-1 and 50,000 receptors/
platelet, the agreement with experiments was again seen to
be quite reasonable (Fig. 8 A). For higher shear rates (G =

1920 s- 1) the model underpredicted the aggregation rates
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FIGURE 8 The overall collision efficiency calculated using two-body
collision theory taking into account hydrodynamic effects and receptor
interactions was used in a population balance to predict the evolution of
size distributions of population of platelets aggregation in a shear flow.
Size distributions at various times are shown for 50,000 GPIIb/IIIa recep-

tors per platelet and shear rate of 335 s- 1 (A) and 1920 s5-1 (B). The initial
distribution (t = 0) is considered to be monodispersed, comprised of
300,000 singlet platelets per p1. Data is shown from Bell et al. (1989a,b)
for citrated PRP (cPRP) and from Huang and Hellums (1993b) for hepa-
rinized PRP (hep PRP). To obtain the height of the peak for the observed
distributions with 1 ,uM ADP stimulation, the size spectrum was again
divided into bins in a geometric series such that the smallest size in the ith
bin has 2' monomers and largest size has 21+l monomers. The volume
fraction in each bin as a fraction of the peak volume fraction was calculated
from the observed distribution and then the peak height was calculated by
imposing the condition that the sum of the volume fractions in all the bins
equal unity.

and sizes (Fig. 8 B). To obtain the peak height for observed
distributions with 1 ,uM ADP stimulation in Fig. 8, A and B,
the peak height was calculated by imposing the condition
that the sum of the volume fractions in all the bins equals
unity. The agreement of the predicted distributions for G =

1920 s-1 and 50,000 receptors/platelet with observed data
for 0.2 ,uM stimulation rather than 1 ,uM ADP stimulation
was somewhat contrary to expectation, since this level of
receptor concentration is more likely achieved at higher
dosage of ADP (1 ,uM). For 1920 s'- and 25,000 receptors/
platelet, the predicted successful collision efficiency
(q+h < 0.001) was so small that it could not be resolved

numerically by our methods. Even at 50,000 receptors, we
underpredict aggregation at 1 ,uM ADP stimulation of cPRP
(Fig. 8 B) at G = 1920 s'-. The underprediction in the
aggregation rates is likely explained by the fact that vWF is
especially important in mediating aggregation at high shear
rates, but is not considered in the model. Also, the flow
through the porous aggregates, platelet protopods, and ag-
gregate roughness are not included in the model-factors
that are expected to increase the hydrodynamic and success-
ful collision efficiency. Also, the size distribution data of
Bell et al. (1989 a,b; 1990) is for platelet aggregation for
flow in a tube, where a range of shear rates exist from the
tube wall inward where G represents an average of the total
range. Slower aggregation rates were observed by Huang
and Hellums (1993) for platelet aggregation in heparinized
PRP in a cone and plate viscometer setup (Fig. 8 A) at a
slightly higher shear rate of 450 s- 1. Although some disag-
gregation is expected for low ADP and G = 450 s- 1, the
differences in the experiments shown in Fig. 8 A are inter-
esting since no lag time would be expected in heparinized
PRP, while a lag time is expected for citrated PRP.

In Fig. 9 we present the predicted platelet singlet con-
sumption rate for G = 41.9 s-1 and 335 s-1 for 50,000 and
25,000 GPIIbJHIa receptors per platelets. Also shown in the
figure is the observed singlet consumption rates for whole
blood (WB) and citrated PRP in tube flow [Goldsmith et al.
(1994)]. Our results for 50,000 GPllb/IIIa receptors/platelet
(Fig. 9 A) were in good agreement with rates observed in
whole blood, where a high degree of activation of the
receptors is expected even at 0.2 ,uM ADP due to release of
ADP by red blood cells. In either simulations or experi-
ments with WB, platelets aggregate more rapidly at G =

41.9 s-1 than at G = 335 s-1, possibly due to longer
collision times for bond formation. For shear rate of 335 s- 1

and 25,000 receptors/platelet, the predicted singlet con-
sumption rates in Fig. 9 B were significantly faster than
those observed at G = 41.9 or 335 s-1 with low ADP
stimulation (0.2 ,uM). For calculation purposes, the model
considers all the platelets to behave uniformly. At low shear
rates and low levels of ADP stimulation, a significant frac-
tion of the platelets are likely to be inert [Goldsmith et al.
(1994)], thereby slowing the aggregation kinetics once re-
active singlets are consumed. The relatively high efficiency
of the initial platelet collisions at G = 41.9 s- (see Table
2) is in contrast to the relatively slow platelet consumption
at longer times, as seen in Fig. 9 B. Changes in receptor
function during the course of aggregation (due to internal-
ization, etc.) might result in attenuation in the singlet con-
sumption rate at later times for G = 41.9 s-1. Predictions
for G = 335 s-1 and 25,000 receptors/platelet (0.2 ,uM
ADP stimulation) were within 15% of the observed rates for
female donors.

DISCUSSION

We have calculated the intermediate range behavior of two
unequal-sized particles in a linear shear field using the
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A

FIGURE 9 The singlet consumption
rate in a population of platelets undergo-
ing aggregation in shearing plasma flow.
The initial distribution (t = 0) is consid-
ered to be monodispersed, comprised of
300,000 singlet platelets per ,ul. The sin-
glet consumption rate has been shown
for shear rates of G = 41.9 and 335 s-'
and for 50,000 GPIIb/IIIa receptors per
platelet (A) and 25,000 GPIIb/IlIa recep-
tors per platelet (B). Data is shown from
Goldsmith et al. (1995).
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asymptotic limits of very small separation and very large
separation to generate the entire flow field around the two
colliding spheres. Results from our procedures were found
to be within 2% of the results in the literature that used
detailed hydrodynamic calculations in the intermediate re-

gime over a range of size ratios.
For an effectiveness factor of 71 = 0.0178 and apparent

kf = 1.78 X 10-11 cm2/s, the initial singlet collision effi-
ciency is predicted over a range of shear rates from 50 to
2000 s-1 (Table 2). The apparent rate of bond formation
between fully activated platelets (50,000 receptors/platelet)
in the presence of plasma levels of fibrinogen (8.8 ,uM) is
on the order of 0.1925 bonds/p1m2 per ms. In plasma, only
-500 GPIIb/IIIa receptors on each platelet are free for
complexation with the fibrinogen-GPIIb/IIa receptors
(49,500/platelet) on the opposing platelet. Also, this value

of q = 0.0178 is consistent with the stability criteria for
unactivated platelets in low shear, where bond formation is
very favorable due to large contact times. This model pre-
dicts several aspects of platelet aggregation (excluding the
effects of inert singlets in the experimental data) such as: 1)
singlet consumption rates and particle size distribution evo-
lution at varying shear rates and platelet activation can be
characterized by a single reaction parameter, 71; 2) second-
ary collisions can provide sufficient time for fibrinogen
mediated aggregation at high G; 3) fibrinogen is very inef-
ficient at G = 1920 s in aggregating platelets; and 4) free
GPIIb/IIIa in equilibrium with high fibrinogen (8.8 ,uM) is
sufficient to mediate aggregation for G < 2000 s-1 if q1 is
on the order of 10-2.

Savage et al. (1996) have recently studied the mecha-
nisms of platelet adhesion to various thrombogenic sur-
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faces. Platelet adhesion to the surface has been shown to be
mediated through fibrinogen and vWF. Fibrinogen supports
the platelet surface by binding to the GPllb/IlIa receptors,
while vWF binding is through GPIba, and alb(33. Platelet
deposition mechanisms to immobilized fibrinogen and vWF
under flow are different in nature. The fibrinogen attach-
ment was seen to be irreversible and was less efficient with
increasing shear rates. On the other hand, vWF-mediated
attachments were efficient for large shear rates, but became
irreversible only gradually. Consistent with this finding, our
calculations indicate that for the reactivity manifest at G =
41.9 s-1 where -1 = 0.0178, fibrinogen becomes very inef-
ficient to mediate aggregation at high G and vWF is likely
necessary to extend collision contact times at high G to
allow successful aggregation in bulk shear flow.
The values of platelet Hamaker constant and electrostatic

potential are not known very accurately, but they are not
likely to be critical in predicting the platelet population
evolution. Results with qi = -60 mV, where the platelet
membrane potential was used instead of the zeta potential,
gave similar results. More than two body collisions have
been neglected in our calculations. This assumption is suit-
able for PRP where platelets are <1% by volume and may
not be too limiting in whole blood, since the work of
Goldsmith et al. (1995) has shown that only a modest
prolongation of collision times at low shear rate is observed
in the presence of high-hematocrit RBC ghosts.
The model is idealized in the sense that the initial platelet

population is taken as completely uniform in size, shape
(spherical), and active GPIIb/IIIa surface density. In reality,
activated platelets have protopods and platelet aggregates
are rough and porous-two effects not considered in the
collision hydrodynamics. In vitro experiments typically be-
gin with a size distribution of platelets, some of which are
activated (as indicated by P-selectin or active GPIIb/Illa)
even for very careful isolation conditions. Also, receptor
function changes over the course of the aggregation due to
phosphorylation, internalization, etc. Multiple receptors and
ligand epitopes are potentially involved in platelet aggrega-
tion in sheared suspensions (GPIb, vWF, fibrinogen, RGD
domains, etc.). A significant number of platelets are unre-
sponsive to low-level agonist stimulation, and these inert
singlets undergo collisions that are unsuccessful. This inert
population results in bimodal population distribution at later
times where a significant singlet peak coexists with large
multimers. This is not expected theoretically for a uniform
population of equally reactive particles. Experimental data
are often obtained in tube flow in order to recreate the
vascular condition; however, a range of shear rates are
manifest from the tube wall inward when compared to cone
and plate viscometer systems that create a single shear rate.

While we recognize that platelets and their aggregates are
rough and nonspherical with pseudopods, hydrodynamics
and collisions of such morphologically complex aggregates
are not yet completely understood. In light of this, assuming
platelets and their aggregates are smooth spheres is a rea-

(BEM) and continuum methods have been recently used
[Pakdel and Kim (1991); DaCunha and Hinch (1996); Davis
(1992)] to study some aspects of interaction between parti-
cles with microscale roughness; however, these approaches
are not yet suitable for complete characterization of colli-
sion between rough aggregates in shear flow. An interesting
approximate pseudocontinuum representation of these ag-

gregates was put forward by Frojmovic et al. (1990) who
assumed that rough platelet aggregates with pseudopods can

be viewed as a composite sphere comprised of a spherical
core of radius a surrounded by a porous shell with outer
radius b. Even though this composite sphere representation
of platelets with spikes (3-4 in number) may have limita-
tions, we have calculated the hydrodynamic radius of the
composite sphere using the formulation of Masliyah et al.
(1987). For a = 1.42 ,um, roughness on the order of 100 nm
and permeability of 6.3 pIm2 [Frojmovic et al. (1990)], the
hydrodynamic radius of such a composite sphere was cal-
culated to be only 0.5% more than the radius of the inner
core, suggesting our representation of platelets as smooth
spheres to be a reasonable one. The mobility functions in
shear flow [A() and B(O)] to characterize collisions be-
tween porous particles are not known and are the subject of
ongoing investigation beyond the scope of the present work.
An approximate method to predict collision frequency be-
tween morphologically complex particles has been sug-

gested by Li and Logan (1997); Kusters et al. (1997); and
Torres et al. (1991) involving conducting trajectory calcu-
lations considering the composite sphere to behave as a

smooth solid sphere with a radius equal to the hydrody-
namic radius of the composite sphere, and the outer radius
b representing the distance within which another aggregate
must approach for collision to take place. DaCunha and
Hinch (1996) also reached the same conclusion, that a rough
sphere hydrodynamically behaves similarly to a smooth
sphere and roughness only influences the distance within
which particles are to be brought together for a collision to
take place. This approach will be explored in the future to
study the sensitivity to morphology on the collision dynam-
ics of the platelets.

Frojmovic et al. (1990) report that platelets can be viewed
as oblate spheroids with aspect ratio 1/4. For length = 3.6
,um and width = 0.9 ,um the hydrodynamic radius is cal-
culated to be 1.47 ,um [pg 148, Happel and Brenner (1983)]
compared to 1.2 ,um calculated based on the volume of an

equivalent sphere. The hydrodynamic efficiencies based on

the hydrodynamic and volume equivalent radius were seen

to be within 8.7% for shear rates between 50 s-1 and 2000
s-1, again suggesting the approximation of considering
platelets as quasispherical to be a reasonable one.

There is no reason to expect the full range of experimen-
tal observations to be predicted with a model based on

two-body collision for DLVO interactions of spheres uni-
formly covered with GPIIb/IIIa receptors in the presence of

fibrinogen. Still, key elements of platelet aggregation are

captured in the model by assuming that aggregate formation

sonable first approximation. The boundary element method
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is dominated by the forward rate of bond formation and by
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assuming that the aggregates are spherical and have an
average receptor density consistent with the singlet density.
The model provides hydrodynamic correction factors for
collision of platelets and their aggregates at any given shear
rate. The model provides predictions testable by population
data in which the effect of the shear rate (collision rate),
shear stress (force on bonds), and number of bonding pairs
can be deconvoluted by varying the shear rate, viscosity,
agonists, and fibrinogen levels.

For better understanding of multicellular aggregation me-
diated through multiple receptors [Taylor et al. (1996)],
tools need to be developed to analyze heteroaggregation
behavior. These tools can then be applied to study the
aggregation of platelets when some of the platelets are inert
(or there is a distribution of receptors on platelet surfaces)
and simultaneous platelet-platelet and platelet-neutrophil
aggregation occurs in coagulating plasma. With an under-
standing of bulk aggregation, it may be possible to eventu-
ally predict platelet and neutrophil deposition rates and
thrombus growth at a damaged vessel wall.

APPENDIX

Behavior of functions A, B, C
The correlations for functions A(,, A), B(4, A), and C(4, A) as given in Eqs.
12-14 have been used in performing trajectory calculations. The compar-
ison of behavior of these functions with results in the literature using
detailed hydrodynamic calculations in the intermediate regime over a range
of size ratios have been done, and the case for A = 0.5 is shown in Fig. Al.
As can be seen, the agreement between the two is very good and they are
within 2% of each other. Identical agreement was also seen at A = 0.1, 0.2,
and 1 (not shown). The constants in Eqs. 12-14 were calculated and fitted
to following functional forms:

A1(A) = exp[2.217A3 - 6.301A2 + 6.2595A - 0.653]

B1(A) = -6.438As + 19.133A4 - 21.724A3 + 11.539A2

- 2.508A + 1.011

A2(A) = 2.805A3 - 5.3421A2 + 3.353A - 1.147

B2(A) = -3.072A3 + 5.92A2 - 3.767A + 1.2687

A3(A) = 37.79A4- 100.016A3 + 95.906A2 - 39.98A + 7.30

for0.l sAs 1

= 13.74 - 135.85(A- 0.03)

for0.03 < A <0.1

B3(A) =-0.0864A3 + 0.268A2 - 0.279A + 0.9344

for0.1 'A' 1

= 0.903 + 0.086(A - 0.03)

for0.03 ' A <0.1 (Al)

FIGURE Al Behavior of mobility functions A((), B(), and C(() with
dimensionless separation distance, (, between the colliding particles were

needed to integrate Eq. 9 to perform the trajectory calculations. We have
calculated the intermediate hydrodynamic behavior of two unequal-sized
particles in a shear field by using the behavior in the asymptotic limits of
small separation and very large separations. Also shown in the figures
(dotted line) are behavior of these functions using detailed hydrodynamic
solution as reported by Adler (1981a) and Batchelor and Green (1972).
Although here we only show the comparison for A = 0.5, agreement within
2% was also seen for other values of A of 0.1, 0.2, and 1 (not shown).

Solution of the population balance equation
The two-body theory developed above to predict the collision frequency
Er+h3G was used in a population balance framework to calculate the
evolution of size distributions of platelets undergoing aggregation in a

shear field. A large number of equations need to be simultaneously inte-
grated as a result of PBE of the form shown in Eq. 1. To circumvent this
problem, we use the sectional method suggested by Hounslow et al. (1988).
In this scheme, the size spectrum is divided intoM sections in a geometric
series such that the smallest size in the ith section has 2' monomers and the
largest size has 2+1 monomers. The bookkeeping of particle number
densities is performed in each of the sections and the rate of change of

A(4)

B (E) 0.5s

0.25

0.1 -

C(4) 0.01

0.001

0.0001
10
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number density in the ith section is given as:

dNi i-2

dt = Ni-lE 2j i+lI3-i,Aj + 1/2 31ji1Ni i
j=1

(A2)
i-1 M

-Ni 2i-'i,jjNj -Ni ijjNj
j=1 j=i

where Ni is the number density of particles in the ith section and 3ij is the
collision frequency of spherical particles in the ith and jth intervals.
Collision frequency 3ij is estimated using Eqs. 6 and 27, and these are
calculated for arithmetic mean volume in each section. For a given set of
shear rate and receptor concentration, the number of bins (value of AM)
chosen for integration are such that the total mass of the system is
conserved. Eq. Al is integrated numerically by Runge-Kutta-Mercer to
predict the evolution of platelet size distributions. With the population
distribution Ni, it is straightforward to calculate the ensemble-averaged
light scattering properties as

M

I^Sa0 = k Vi2i) (Chang and Robertson (1976))

where k is a constant. The light transmission typical of aggregometry is less
sensitive to the formation of aggregates as large as 10 platelets [Goldsmith
et al. (1994)].
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